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By early May or June, Wright State officials estimate, the first major set of repairs in Rockafield House's 25-year
history will be complete. The University leased a nearby apartment for WSU President Harley Flack's use.
By ANTHONY SHOEMAKER
Staff Writer
Rockafield House, the home of every
Wright Slate president, will undergo some
serious renovations, according to Vice-President of Business and Finance Ed- _____
ward Spanier.
"A lot of things need to be replaced and fixed," said Spanier.
The two-story house is located
off University Boulevard cast of
the main campus.
Meanwhile. WSU President
Harlcy Flack slays in Mallard Land- _____
ing Apartments in Beavercreek. The
apartments are located near the Fairfield
Commons Mall.
According to Spanier, the lease on
Flack's two-bedroom apartment is a monthto-month lease.
University spokeswoman Lynnette
Heard said WSU is leasing the anartmrni

per month.
"We're trying to accommodate him in a
reasonable fashion, close to campus."
Spanier said.
Rockafield House was built in 1969-70
for about $250,000. according to blueprints

W

peting and heating systems head the list of
repairs; some outside maintenance includes
wood repair, concrete work and tree trimming.
According to Physical Plant Assistant
Director Tom Fyffc, concrete and carpet
_____ work will be contracted out. Cabinet work and painting will he done
by Physical Plant employees.
According to Spanier. none of
the major work w ill begin until he
receives authorization from WSU's
Board of Trustees.
Spanier looks to have renovationscompleted by the end of spring
quarter.
Spanier said Flack has some input into
styles and patterns of the renovations; the
Board of Trustees can veto patterns and
colors not to their taste.
"If the president wants purple curtains.
I'd hope to talk him out of it." said Spanier.
He added Flack hasn't mentioned any

e re trying to accommodate him in a reasonable
fashion, close to campus."
—Edward Spanier
released by Physical Plant.
Spanier said during the residence of
President Fmeritus Paige Mulhollan some
minor renovations were done, including
carpetand painting. When Mulhollan moved
out Jan. 3 i. work crews removed furniture

I
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Mental h
>. organization
elects Wrign State student
to board of directors
Dennis Richards was recently chosen secretary of the
board of directors for Ohio Advocates for Mental Health.
Richards, a graduate student, interns in the office ot
Disability Services at Wright
State.
OAMH is the statewide advocacy organization for persons affected by mental illness.

According to Gaiy Mercer,
assistant directorof OAMH, the
board felt Richards was a good
choice for the job.
"The previous secretary' resigned,"Mercersaid. "Richards
served as the interim secretary
so they felt he was well qualified for the position."
Richards had no competition in the election.

Raider debaters beat Air Force
at Florida Gator tournament
Wright State's Debate Team
placed first in the National Gator
Invitational Debate Tournament in
Gainesville. Fla. last weekend.
Raider debaters fended off challengers from schools including the
U.S. Air Force Academy, the University of Miami (Fla.) and
Wheaton College.
WSU's Pat Budzisz and Bill
Bailey were the first-place team.
"It's the culmination of a year's

work," said WSU Forensics Director David Romenelli. "We've beat
some of the top schools in the country."
And that is important to some
team members.
"We've been trying to increase
ourcredibility," said debater Dylan
Dear. "Itcertainly makes them consider us when it comes to national
rankings."
Debater Janice Leszynski said.

from the Dunbar Library.
Michele Jacobs, Springwood
Lane, reported the theft of her
purse with contents valued at
$210, from M-117 Creative Arts
Center. The purse was later
recovered.

reported the theft of stereo
equipment worth $490 and a
case containing 60 cassettes
from his mother's 1984
Chevrolet Camaro. Entry was
gained by removing the
passenger's side door lock.
Two arrests were made in
connection with the break-in.
Nicholas Bales, Enon, reported
the theft of stereo equipment
worth $1208 from the vehicle
he was driving. Entry was
gained by prying out the
driver's side door lock.
Faculty member Lori Gabriel
reported the theft of her "B"
parking permit from her vehicle
parked in gravel Lot 5. There
were several scratches on the
driver's door.

"A lot of the teams we did beat
were listed on the trophy from years
past, so we were the underdogs."
Romenelli added, "You want
to be on the upswing toward the
end of the year."
Romenelli said the victory was
a good one not only for the fact
WSU beat higher-ranked teams,
but it beat the Air Force Academy
on a military format, an Academy
specialty.

C a m p u s C r i m e R e p o r t
THEFT

Eric Nelson, Huber Heights,
reported the theft of his wallet
Feb. 25: Vicki Miller, Fairborn,
and its contents from the
reported the theft of $20
men's second floor locker
from her wallet in 376
room at the Nutter Center.
Millett Hall.
Edson Haghnazarian, Fairborn,
reported the theft of a padlock
Feb. 26: Corey Ammons,
worth $5 from a locker in the
Hickory Hall, reported the
men's second floor locker
theft of a Whistler radar
room in the Nutter Center.
detector, worth $160, and
Timothy Ahner, Trotwood,
an undetermined amount of
reported the theft of his wallet
coins from his vehicle
and its contents, worth $83,
parked at Village Lane near
from a locker in the men's
Pine Hall. There was
second floor locker room at the
evidence of forced entry.
Nutter Center.
Mar. 2: John Horton,
Mar. 3: Steven Pleasant,
Brookville, reported the
Dayton, reported the theft of
theft of his billfold,
his combination lock from a
containing $10 and two
locker in the second floor
credit cards from the men's
locker room at the Nutter
second floor locker room at
Center.
the Nutter Center.
Joanne Wang, Dayton, reported
Jody Dillon, Vandalia,
the theft of her wallet and its
reported ihe theft of his
contents from the women's
wallet containing a gas card
restroom on the third floor of
from the men's second floor
Oelman Hall.
locker room at the Nutter
Marc Franks, Kettering, reported
Center. His lock was
the theft of his Polo jacket,
damaged.
worth $125 and assorted keys

M e e t i n g s &
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 9
• Mountaineering Club meeting,
8 p.m. For more information
call Jenn Denney at 8732771.
• WSU Jazz Band, 8 p.m.,
Creative Center Concert
Hall.
• University Center Board
Battle of the Bands, 7 p.m.,
McLin Gym — Nutter Center.
THURSDAY, MARCH 10
• Auction to benefit Cystic
Fibrosis Foundation, 6:30
p.m., Rike Hall Lounge.
Refreshments will be
provided. Items for sale
include dates, material items,
and services such as
cleaning, typing and

CAMPUS
CRIME
REPORT
THEFT AND CRIMINAL
DAMAGING
Feb. 28: Craig Cotner, Fairborn,
reported the theft of a JVC
stereo, worth $250, and $100
in cash from his 1979
Chevrolet Monte Carlo parked
in the Allyn C Lot. Entry into the
vehicle was gained by
punching out the lock of the left
door. There are two suspects.
Kevin Parks. New Carlisle.

BURGLARY
Feb. 26: Bill Shea, The Village,
reported the burglary of a Sega
cartridge worth $54.96 from his
apartment.
Feb. 28: Jennifer Nix, Boston
Hall, reported the burglary of

three text books from her
apartment.
Mar. 3: Sara Grieger, Hawthorn
Hall, reported $10 cash
removed from her room.

TELEPHONE
HARASSMENT
Feb. 28: An Oak Hall woman
reported receiving a
harassing phone call in her
dorm room. There is one
suspect.
A Hawthorn Hall woman
reported she and her
roommate have received
harassing and vulgar phone
calls over the past couple
months from an unknown
suspect.

AGGRAVATED ARSON
Mar. 3: A fire was reported in
the first floor men's room at
Oelman Hall.
An unknown suspect reported
putting it out.

E v e n t s
babysitting. Event is supported
by Management 411 students.
Health Break luncheon, noon,
155 University Center.
• Women's History Month
program: "Women and Race:
Cultural and Racial Differences
— Do they divide us, unite us,
or empower us?" noon, 060
Rike Hall. With panelists Drs.
Nancy Garner, Barbara Green,
Paulette Olson and Rita
Wellens.
1
Chamber Orchestra, 8 p.m.
Creative Arts Center concert
hall. William Steinohrt,
conductor, with the Faculty
Brass Quintet. Admission
information: 873-2347.
'TFL seminar, noon, Nutter
Center.

1

Seminar: "Antiphospholipid
Antibodies: New Co-Factors,"
by J«hn Mclntyre, 10:30 a.m.,
214 Medical Sciences Building.
Psychology Department
Colloquium:
"Discontinuous
Changes

1

FRIDAY, MARCH 11

Base); 11:30 a.m., 035 Medical
Sciences.
SUNDAY, MARCH 13
• Artist Series: AMAN folk
ensemble, 3 p.m.. Victoria
Theatre. Tickets: 873-2900.
TUESDAY, MARCH 15

1

in How Supervisors Rate
Subordinates: A Catastrophe
Model." with Dr. Paul Hanges,
University of Maryland, 3 p.m.,
103 Oelman Hall.
Seminar: "Molecular Modeling
of Biopolymers," with Dr. Ruth
Pachter (WSU Laboratory,
Wright-Patterson Air Force

• Seminar "Ether-Linked
Diglycerides Inhibit ReceptorMediated Protein Kinase C
Activity in Mesangial Cells,"
Mark Kester of Case Western
Reserve University speaks.
11:30 a.m., 103 Oelman.
• Psychiatry Grand Rounds, with
Dr. Rick Bowers, noon, Miami
Valley Hospital.
THURSDAY, MARCH 17

• "Analysis of Class II Alleles
Found on HLA-B41
Haplotypes in Caucasians:
A Description of an
Unusual DR4, DQ2
Haplotype." Speaker:
Catherine Wolfe. Master of
Science Degree Candidate,
10 a.m., 208 Fawcett.
• University/Community
Chorus, Hank Dahlman,
conductor. 8 p.m. Concert
Hall.
SATURDAY, MARCH 26
• Campus power shutdown.
Also March 27
MONDAY, MARCH 28
• Spring quarter classes
begin.
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Governor >. its Lake Campus New institution to
facilitate earning
engineering Ph.D.s
By R O N D A Y O U N G
Special Writer
Engineering graduate students
at three local schools will soon
have a new educational option.
The D a y t o n
Area Graduate
Studies Institute.
legalized January
13, is a collaboration
between
Wright State University, the University o f Day ton and
the Air Force Institute o f Technology.
F.ngineering graduate students
w i l l be able to take courses at all
three schools and have credits accepted, share laboratory facilities,
and have one across-the-board tuition rate.
Faculty members arc encouraged to do joint research, use the
resources from all three schools
and serve on thesis and dissertation

photo by Jason Alig — Lake Schooner Press
O h i o G o v e r n o r G e o r g e V o i n o v i c h ( a b o v e ) a d d r e s s e s his cabinet Feb. 23 at W r i g h t
State's L a k e C a m p u s in Celina. Several speakers, including a former Lake C a m p u s
e c o n o m i c s professor, t o o k t h e floor during the cabinet meeting. Voinovich met with
W S U President Harley Flack during a tour of the b r a n c h c a m p u s .

committees.
James Brandeberry. dean o f
WSU's College o f Engineering and
Computer Science said D A G S I is a
win-win situation for the engineering programs involved.
Instead of students only being
allowed nine transfer credits,
Brandeberry said, all credits taken

through DAGSI w i l l be accepted
as long as half of the credits obtained by students are from the
school from which they receive
their degree.
Registration takes place at the
home school, and
classes at the
other institutions
will be part of the
students' regular
schedules. Similar courses w i l l
not be offered at
the same lime at
each school.
Military courses at the Air Force
Institute will be available to civilian students for the first time.
Joseph Thomas, dean o f graduate studies at WSU said DAGSI's
purpose is to increase the number
o f doctorate-level engineers in
Dayton.
WSU. U D and A F I T are very
productive at the master's level,
Thomas said, but Ph.D. graduations arc very sparse for the three
schools.
DAGSI intends to improve the
economic climate for highly technical business and provide a high
quality level of engineering.
The idea for D A G S I was proposed by the Dayton Business
Committee in September 1990.

S.A.F.E. provides a feeling of security for students
e are trying to be more
proactive for the students at
Wright State."
—Connie Avery
Should Wright State students escort to walk them to their car,
need assistance getting where ihey dorm or any other bui Iding on camneed to go. the S.A.F.E. studenl pus.
S.A.F.E. uses WSU police ofescort service, a subdivision of Pubficers and security guards. Most
lic Safety, stands by to help.
Public Safety Sgt. Connie times escorts walk students to their
Avery said. "We arc trying to be destinations: i f a studenl needs a
more proactive for the students at ride then a police cruiser is disWright State. We want to provide a patched.
According to Interim Publicsecure environment for students
Safety Director Steve Homan. one
when they are on campus."
o
f
the
originators of the program.
Implemented in 1987, S.A.F.E.
stands for Student Association For " W e have been fortunate not to
Escorts. This free service provides have any problems over the last
student escorts for students 24 hours seven years."
Homan added S.A.F.E. offica day, seven days a week.
Students can call 873-2242 or ers can contact WSU police by
873-2111 to make contact with an radio should the need arise.

phoio by Scon Coitoimo
S t u d e n t s M e l i s s a Lyda (above) a n d Chris Hoff (not pictured) work a s S.A.F.E. officers.
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By SCOTT BECKERMAN
Staff Writer
Wright Slate's Governance
Restructuring Committee met
March 3 with hopes of moving
closer toward resolving questions
about who holds power at WSU.
The meeting hit a snag because
WSU President Harley Flack was
unable to attend. Still, the meeting
was not a loss, according to a key
participant.
"I've decided to constitute a
work group," said Committee Chair
Donna Schlagheck. an associate
political science professor.
"It's a working group with students. staff and faculty to recommend the agenda for the next
month," Schlagheck added.
"They'll meet the (March) 15th
and cover what they discussed to
the committee on the 17th."
Student Government Vice
President Toby Pinkerton says the
new proposal echoes an earlier SG
move.
"What 1 think is interesting is
that we've held all along that

power structure still open for discussion
7 e r e (WSU) sort of emergeinert
V V ing rromadolescence,
from adolescence. we're
We'i
thinking of how the options are fully
used."
—Donna Schlagheck
smaller groups allow fora lot more
progress to be made for accomplishment." said Pinkerton.
While faculty members call for
voices from all constituencies and
students call for streamlining, staffers have other ideas.
"The student proposal was the
absolute extreme of structures."
said Joyce Corbin. professional
staff representative. "There should
be fewer (Academic Council members). but I don't think there should
be a Council of only 10 people. If
you streamline too much, you lose
voices."
Schlagheck said meetings have
so far been friendly in context, as

President's Awards
recognize outstanding
staff performance
By BECKY RUEF
Staff Writer
Committees are now accepting
nominations for the President's
Award for Excellence, an annual
Wright State tradition since 1986.
The award, according to a letter
from WSU President Harley Rack.
"... recognizes the ... role ... (University) staff play in maintaining
andpromotingexccllence in higher
education."
Joyce Corban of the advisory
council for unclassified staff said
two kinds of staff exist.
Unclassified staff members are
salaried, annual employees; classified staff members work on an
hourly pay basis.
Nancy Pestian. an awards selection committee member for unclassified staff, said eight
President's Awards will be given.
According to Corban. the first six
awards are given on job performance and the last two are given on
the basis of the job performance of
several units as a whole.
According to an information
packet from the president's office,
ihere arcfivecategories of awards.

Categories include human relations. innovation, service, outstanding unit and outstanding collaborative units.
One department, division or
program will receive the award for
outstanding unit.
In the category of outstanding
collaborative units, two or more
departments, divisions or programs
will receive awards.
According to Pestian. the award
for outstanding collaborative units
was added on a recommendation
from Flack.
According to Barbara Elmore.
Communication Department secretary. students, faculty and staff
members can nominate individuals for President's Awards.
Nomination booklets can be
picked up in Allyn Hall at the Information Desk, in the Student
Government office, from any member of the committee and the College of Science and Mathematics.
Nominations are to be submitted to Susan Rice in the college by
5 p.m. March 21.
Flack presents the awards May
27 at 3:30 p.m. in the Medical
Sciences Auditorium.

all parties are working toward the
same goal.
"We're (WSU) sort of emerging from adolescence. We're thinking of how the options are fully
used." Schlagheck said.
Lee Guild, classified staff representative, said. "We're giving an
inclusive message to all individuals that we're working toward the
same goals."
Guild said recognition is important to University staff members.
Schlagheck said the stages of
discussion are entering the halfway point, and she is hopeful for a
June solution.

file pholo

Donna Schlagheck, chair of the Governance Restructuring
Committee, balances student, staff and faculty interests.
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ID cards
By SCOTT BECKERMAN
Staff Writer
Due to a recent rash of thefts, the
Nutter Center is considering a new
process to allow students access to
intramural athletic areas.
Proposed swipe cards would cut
down on the amount of unauthorized people getting into the multi
purpose building, according to a
Student Government cabinet member.
"There's been a high incidence
of thefts in the Nutter Center," said
SG Budget Director Greg Ulrich.
"There's so many people there that
we can't keep track of who's coming in."
According to Ulrich. the current
system has no way to keep track of
which users are current students at
Wright State.
"By swiping the card through.

5

become keys to open Nutter Center

V

e've recommended that
something be done campus-wide."
—Tom Oddy
the system will bring up the
(student's) face," Ulrich said. "Our
hopes arc through the registrar to
make those files more current to
the quarter. Pretty much the Nutter
Center is the link."
Tom Oddy, former director of
the Nutter Center, pushed forswipe
card implementation.
"We've recommended that
something be done campus-wide."
Oddy said. "We're only one group
suggesting it. It's not a done deal
yet."
According to Oddy. the system

currently allows anybody with a
WSU ID access to the equipment
at Nutter Center.
This means a person who last
attended WSU in 1985. for example. could still enter the lacility"We haven't been able to keep
updating this due to time." said
Media Services Director Paul
Simmons. "The hard drive down
there isn't big enough." „
Simmons said increasing hard
drive capability costs a great deal
more money.
Oddy said attendants will visually check and/or swipe IDs at the
Center's Gale Nine after 5 p.m.
In the meantime, extra measures are taken to control theft.
"We think it's such a high volume of equipment disappearing
we went about and put extra security on duty," Ulrich said.
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Greg Ulrich hopes WSU updates its student ID files.
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Is Wright
State quick
to dismiss
employees?

TfcVTknoF

toco-syr

m

As a casual observer of recent
events at Wright State, The Guardian couldn't help but come to a
disturbing conclusion: When in
doubt, WSU turns its back on its
employees.
What happened to innocent until The next day he was fired.
As soon as someone is accused of
Wright State, in the letter termianything, the University disavows af- proven guilty?
filiation with that person while circling WSU came out, damage control nating Boedeker, stated his refusal to
gunsblazing, making Bumgardner look talk and "probable cause" were the
its public relations wagons.
So far this school year we've had: even more guilty than he might already reasons for his dismissal. Not concrete evidence, but "probable cause."
• Wyatt Bumgardner, the former be.
•Toby Boedeker, the assistant swim- Scary.
advisor and men's tennis coach who
allegedly killed WSU student Donna ming coach who was fired two weeks He was not proven guilty, but WSU
decided he was "probably" guilty, so
Clifton in a standoff with Fairbom ago.
A swimmer made accusation s about they fired him. This type of assumption
police.
In what must have been a four-alarm "unethical" activities and inquiries were leaves a very large margin for error.
Let's hope Wright State starts
panic at Public Relations, the University made.
Boedekerrefusedto comment on looking for not only the "right" decirushed to provide Bumgardner's original letter of termination for a previous his lawyer's advice about the chargession for the University, but the fairest
against him at a University hearing. one for all concerned.
criminal incident.

Letters to the Editor

Don't let drugs ruin your trip abroad
In 1993 more than 2,500 American Unlike the United States, few coun- country's legal system.
Also, be wary of persons who ask
citizens were arrested abroad, with al- tries believe you are innocent until
most 1,000 of those arrests being drug proven guilty. Americans suspected of you to carry a package or drive a car
drug violations can face severe penal- across a border. Once that package is in
related.
Many college students travel abroad ties, even the death penalty, in some your possession, you become responsible for it You will be blamed for it
during their spring and summer breaks
To local authorities, ignorance is not an
... and we hope you think twice before
mericans have been excuse. You'll have to pay thefineand
packing something that will not on»y
destroy your trip, but ruin your life.
arrested for pos- may even spendtimein jail for a crime
There are increased efforts by many sessing as little as a third you did not know you committed.
If for medicalreasonsyou must take
countries to stop the flow of illegal
narcotics... and if you think there is no of an ounce of marijuana. medication or other prescriptions containing narcotics, carry a doctor's cerdanger in buying or carrying just a
small amount of drugs on your over- countries. It's not uncommon to spend tificate ... and keep all medications in
seas trip, you might be in for a very months or even years in pretrial deten- original and labeled containers.
unpleasant surprise. Americans have tion, only to be sentenced to a lengthy For further info contact the Bureau
of Consular Affairs at (202) 647-1488.
been arrested for possessing as little as prison stay without parole.
U.S. consular officers can visit jailed
a third of an ounce of marijuana.
You might assume as an American Americans to see they are being hu- GARY L. SHEAFFER
you are immune from prosecution un- manely treated, but they cannot get Bureau of Consular Affairs
them out ofjail or intervene in a foreign U.S. State Department
der foreign laws. Wrong.
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Library n.akes changes in operation
University Librarian says staff dedicated to serving WSU community
beginning of theregistrationperiod.
•IncfeasingStaff Accessibility. We able two methods for users to submit
•Gaining Access to Registrar's will soon undertake major renovationssuggestions to improve our services.
System on Nights and Weekends. to the Dunbar Library circulation desk There are now drop boxes for written
In the March 2 issue of The Guard-Circulation desk supervisors now have area. This goal is toremovethe many suggestions in both libraries.
ian, Daniel Hockensmith expressed access to theregistrar'ssystem eve- sight barriers, thus making all of the
Customers also can post suggessome concerns about the services of nings and
department tions electronically through our
the University Libraries.
Weekends dUTstaff highly LIB NET system. Weresponddirectly
In a separate correspondence to Mr. ing registration
visible and when the author provides a full name
Hockensmith, I addressed specifically p e r i o d s .
here have been many accessible. and address with the suggestion. We
his particular situation. In this letter I Therefore, efchanges in the University •Training also postresponsesto some of the
include elements from my letter to Mr. fective immeMoni- suggestions of most general interest on
Libraries
over the last few years and
Hockensmith I believe will demon- diately we are
toring the bulletin boards in the lobby of each
strate to yourreadersthe continuing abletoremove that resulted in significant i m - WorkofStu- library.
C
t r n n O ncustomer
t C f A m A r Cservice
A n r t r A Aorientation
r i d n t o H A n of
rtf i:t
1 u
• .
.
> .
strong
libraiyholdsin
. . _ ,
Most
•Identifying Staff: Since January
theregistrar'sprovements to student services. dents.
the University Libraries staff.
library stu- 1994 all staff wear name tags to idenSome of the specific changes we are system whendent assis- tify themselves and their position. The
implementing as a result of Mr. ever both the library is open and the tants are industrious and committed to tags identify staff for the benefit of
Hockensmith's letter include:
registrar's Raider Express system is
doing a good job. In fact, our Univer- library users trying tofindsomeone to
•Improving Discharge Proce- operational.
sity Libraries could not operate effec- provide assistance, and they increase
dures. While in the past there was
•Reviewing All Overrides. The De- tively without their diligent efforts. the accountability of staff.
anecdotal evidence concerning the fail partment Heads for Information Deliv- When we hire student assistants, and
Should a problem occur, it is most
ure of the Libraries to discharge mate- ery Services (of which circulation is a regularly thereafter, we inform them helpful to provide us with the name of
rials properly, valid andreliablestud- part) willreviewevery day all over- we expect them to engage only in li- the person with whom the person spoke
ies over time demonstrate such failures rides performed by student assistants brary work during their scheduled work so we can fully address the situation.
actually occur very infrequently.
to ensurerecordtransactions are accu- time. When student assistants comIn addition to the items above, there
Nonetheless, we will change our rate and appropriate. Some general im- plete their work assignments, they are have been many changes in the Unidischarge procedures to incorporate a provements to the customer services of told to report immediately to the shift versity Libraries over the last few years
double-fail-safe measure. Effective im- the University Libraries include:
supervisor to seek additional duties. I thatresultedin significant improvemediately we will not only discharge
•Articulating Customer Service also have instructed supervisors to re- ments to student services.
items twice, but circulation desk super- Plans. Over the past few months, all mind all student assistants they must
For example, at the Dunbar Library
visors will also conduct daily random departments of the University Librar- treat customer inquiries as their highest
we haveopen access tocurrent periodisamples to ensure the work was done ies have been developing "customer priority, even if the student assistant is cals, we now have available a room
properly prior toreturningthe books to service plans."
otherwise engaged.
that can be scheduled for student group
the shelves.
These plans, which are scheduled
•Maintaining Accountability. study, and werecentlyrenovatedthe
•Checking on
Sometimeago we Reference area andredesignedour serHolds Prior to Reg- mmmmmM—mm
posted signsateach vices.
istration Period. We
r
ofour service desks
Planning is underway for major stuhile
in
the
past
there
was
anecdotal
eviare reinstating the
along with business dent-centered renovations for the
regular procedure at
dence concerning the failure of the Librar- cards to identify the Fordham Health Sciences Libraries.
Dunbar Library to i e s t o
in Univer- Wright State University Libraries were
verify,prior*tothestart
discharge materials properly, valid and people
sity Libraries ad- one of thefirstin Ohio to make the
of quarterlyregistra-reliable studies over time demonstrate that such ministration with OhioLINK system available, we instition, all student holds r
,,
. _
whom to talk if tuted the LIBNET system to make
from the libraryre-failures actually occur very infrequently.
someone has a electronicresourcesavailable, and stucorded on the
complaint. Should dents now have the ability to place
registrar's system. Unfortunately, a for completion this month, will define a student experience a problem, please
directly requests for books held at
temporary shortage of staff prevented clearly — and from the customer's contact the appropriate department OhioLINK libraries.
thisfromoccurring before the registra-point of view—the quality of services head, associate university librarians, or
Thank you for the opportunity to
tion for the 1994 Spring Quarter. How-users should expect from us. Prior to me so we can try toresolveyour probprovide this clarification for the benefit
ever, beginning with Summer 1994 adoptingfinalcustomer service plans lem as quickly as possible.
o.f the entire student body.
registration, this procedure will be awe will seek student and faculty com•Continuing to In viteSuggestions.
Arnold Hirshon is the University
high priority every quarter prior to the ments on our draft statements.
Beginning last year, we made avail- Librarian.
ARNOLD HIRSHON
Guest Columnist
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n $1000.00 Shopping Spree
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"mat's right, you can win $1000.00
Shopping Spree when you enter:

III VliAlk
Here's h o w . . . Go t o t h e C o l l e g e S t o r e b e t w e e n M a r c h 7 t h a n d A p r i l 1 s t
a n y you'll r e c e i v e a " B u y b a c k S w e e p s t a k e s " e n t r y w i t h e a c h t e x t b o o k
you s e l l b a c k . Fill i t o u t and y o u c o u l d be t h e lucky s t u d e n t w h o w i n s a
$ 1 0 0 0 . 0 0 S h o p p i n g Spree a t t h e C o l l e g e S t o r e t h a t could be free
textbooks through next year.

TOP DOLLAR FOR USED TEXTBOOKS
LOTS OF CONVENIENT PARKING
OPEN TIL 9:00PM FINALS WEEK

427-3338
2812 Colonel Glenn Hwy. across
from W.S.U. next to Chi-Chi's
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Celebrating the tenth year of America's
favorite answer and question show—
Charles Larkowski is the ...

Professor in

JEOPHRDV
WSU music instructor to appear ori game show

Although the host comes
passed (in the local contest),"
Larkowski said. The categories for off well, other aspects of the
show
surprised the professor.
these questions also demanded
Charles Larkowski's wife put broad knowledge of 50 different He said the TV audience
doesn't see a light that flashes
him in jeopardy, but for some rea- topics.
son he enjoyed it.
According to Jeopardy statis- onceTrebek hasfinishedreadThe WSU professor of music tics, there is only a 7 percent pass ing a question, signaling the
will appear on Jeopardy, the popu- rate of the test alone. About 2,000 contestants that they can anlar TV game show, on Channel 22 people pass the test each year, but swer.
"One of the other contesJuly 1 at 7:30 p.m. Contestants try only 425 contestants are needed,
to provide answers to questions of and that's if a different person won tants thought it was distracting," he said.
varying dollar amounts and diffi- the show each day.
Also, the electronic pen
culty levels, many of them hard
Jeopardy is currently No. 2
enough to burn up a brain cell.
among syndicated shows and has used in "Final Jeopardy" does
Larkowski said he wasn't sur- won Emmy awards for best game not work as well as people
might believe. Larkowski said
prised when he qualified for the show.
show after his wife entered him in
Once he was in Los Angeles to the bad handwriting on the
a local contestant search.
tape the show. Larkowski resisted video screens is not the con"Several people said they the nervousness that afflicts some testants' fault.
While Larkowski took on
thought I should be good at it," contestants.
Larkowski said.
"I've been on TV before. I'm the Jeopardy challenge, he
found
time to visit his sister in
Although he is not able to re- also a performing professional
veal how he fared on the show musician — it might have helped San Diego. And since he lived
in Southern California when
because of legal restrictions, not being nervous," he said.
Larkowksi did mention how he felt
He said he had fun on the show, he was a child, the trip enabled
about the categories.
which he has watched for years. him to visit some old haunts.
"It's kind of a mix. always just Jeopardy is one of the classiest of And that made his trip not just
one to get on a game show, but
a mix," he said. Some of them were game shows, he said.
right up his alley, like an "operAlex Trebek, the grand meistcr a chance to visit family.
etta" category, and others were of game show land, also impressed
pretty easy.
44
Larkowski.
Although the show has a few
"I found him to be very charmeasy questions, the entry contest ing. He came across just like on the
for the show is difficult. Contes- TV screen," he said.
tants must pass 35 out of 50 quesTrebek is also a professional.
tions, all equivalent to S1 .OOOques- Larkowski said,finishingfivehalftions on the show.
hour shows in five hours time with
"Only five out of 85 people few mistakes.
By DONALD ILLICH
Staff Writer

*ill
photo by Scott Cozzolino

Charles Larkowski, professor of music, faced
Jeopardy competitors during February. How he
fared remains a secret until the program airs July 1.
Of his television experience, Larkowski said he
enjoyed himself and was impressed by Jeopardy
host Alex Trebek's professionalism and charm.

I

've been on TV before. I'm also a performing professional musician — it might have helped not being
nervous.
—Charles Larkowski
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Tearjerker Angie melds laughs with lamentation
Gilbert's life is full. He works
in a small grocery store. Mrs.
Carver frequently calls for him to
deliver her groceries, and when
he gets to her home she makes her
kids go outside while she attacks
young Gilbert in the kitchen.
Because she weighs a hefty
500 pounds. Gilbert's mother
hasn't been out of their small
house for seven years. Arnie was
supposed to have died at 10 but
now he's 18 and Gilbert is doing
all he can to help his brother live
longer. Gilbert's sisters have just
been introduced to makeup and
puberty and are quite a pain to
Gilbert.
Fi nally Gi Ibert sees hope when
Becky (Juliette Lewis) and her
grandmother drive through
Endora. Their truck breaks down
and Becky and Gilbert fall in love
and hope grandma neverfixesthe
truck. All good things come to an
end. however, and Becky has to
leave.
What's Eating Gilbert Grape is his dead-end life in Endora,
This film is packed with huIowa. Leonardo De Caprio and Johnny Depp star.
mor, most of it supplied by
In 1994, it merely seems silly trainer and Parton is the boss' little DiCaprio as Arnie. His perforand even archaic.
helper. Through a miraculous chain mance is classic, resembling a
At times, the film is so ridicu- of events, the three become friends younger version of Dustin
lous it seems like a parody of dumb with one thing in common. They're Hoffman's character in Rain Man.
Another fine performance is
movies, reveling in clichds and out to get their boss.
unbelievable situations. But most
This film is loaded with bits given by newcomerDarlenc Cates
of the jokes are more forced than and pieces of humor and works for as Mrs. Grape. Her mere presinspired, and the targets (the news what it is trying to accomplish. ence is amazing. She is not stuffed
media, the police) are too obvious However, after thefirsthour of this — she actually weighs 520
to make any satirical impact. We've farce the story tends to drag and pounds. Depp is convincing as
Gilbert, the young man stuck in a
seen it all before in too many other eventually become a bore.
movies.
The three leading ladies make family and a town of misfits.
What's Eating Gilbert Grape
Considering the film is com- this film enjoyable and Dabney
pletely lacking in character devel- Coleman also gives a hilarious per- is a inust-seefilm.It is very rare to
opment, the two leads are surpris- formance as the boss everyone find a film so full of life, comedy
THE CHASE • *
and sadness and still be believingly charming. Their perfor- loves to hate.
Charlie Sheen plays an inno- mances are just good enough to
9 to 5 is a good film for laughs able. This movie will touch even
cent, escaped convict in writer- keep the film tolerable, but it isn't and is especially good after a long the hardest hearts and maybe even
director Adam Rifkin's sporadi- much more than that.
souls. (Anthony Shoemaker)
day at work or school.
cally amusing but lightweight and
Rock fans may find interest in
If you happen to be a boss or a
ludicrous chase movie. Kristy the casting of punk rocker Henry manager in a local office, I might
MUSIC
Swanson is his hostage, a spoiled Rollins as a cop (this film'sideaof suggest you go see something else.
rich girl with a red BMW.
irony) and appearances by Red Hot Showing in the Rathskeller March
NINE INCH NAILS —
This mismatched duo spend Chili Peppers Anthony Kiedis and 10at4p.m. and March 11 at 5 p.m.
THE DOWNWARD SPIRAL
most of the film's 90 minutes stuck Flea as would-be bounty hunters. (Anthony Shoemaker)
• • • •
in that car—claustrophobics might But despite such hip touches. The
It's been almost five years
do especially well to avoid this Chase turns out to be as generic as
WHAT'S EATING GILsince Nine Inch Nails released a
movie.
its title. (Robert Meeker)
BERT GRAPE • • • •
full-length album.7Yi£ Downward
Rifkin invests a remarkable
This heartwarming film is one Spiral ended that string March 8.
amount of energy in flashy, annoy9 to 5 • •
of the most dramatic, funny, wellMuch speculation has suringly hyperactive visuals (there's
This delightful 1980 film is a acted films of 1993. Johnny Depp rounded this album since word of
more shaky camera work here than lot of fun to watch, but the artistic plays Gilbert Grape, a young man it first spread more than a year
any three episodes of NYPD Blue) quality of the movie is far from who takes care of his poor family ago. Now, after several release
to cover up the fact there really Oscar caliber.
in Endora. Iowa.
date changes, the project has fiisn't much story here.
This is the story of three secreGilbert is his momma's "knight nally been completed.
It's like The Fugitive for MTV- taries, played marvelously by Lily inshimmcring armor." responsible
From Pretty Hate Machine to
addicted junior-high school boys Tomlin, Jane Fonda and Dolly Par- for watching over his retarded Broken. Trent Re/.nor and his fleet
— if only Harrison Ford had a hot ton (in her screen debut) who plan younger brother Arnie, played by of renaissance-like producers
babe and a cool car! It's an adoles- to take revenge on their sexist, ego- Leonardo DiCaprio in an Oscar- threw Nine Inch Nails into the
cent fantasy that could've been maniacal boss. The beg ining of nominated performance. Arnie powerful hardcore overdrive, takmade around 1985. alongside films this film is pure comedy.
tends to enjoy climbing to the top ing the clean sound of the debut
like Weird Science and Ferris
Fonda is the new woman in the of the town water tower and wavsee "Reviews"
Bueller's Day O f f .
office. Tomlin is the experienced ing to the people on the ground.
continued on page 11
FILM

ANGIE *t» Geena Davis gives a
cent performance as A
woman from Brooklyn who i c
ing ihrough rapid changes in her
life.
Angie never knew her real
mother. She spends most of her
time with a childhood friend and
the rest of the time with her boyfriend, Vinnie.
One day Angie takes a trip to
her 4-foot tall gynecologist; there
she discovers she is pregnant. After Vinnie hears he's going to be a
father, he proposes to Angie and
she accepts.
But Angie and Vinnie argue
and Angie decides to go to a local
art museum. There she meetsNoel,
played by The Crying Game's
Stephen Rea. Angie has fallen in
love.
The funniest scene in this entire
film is the birthing scene; however, it is followed by one of the
most serious. Angie's baby boy is
born with a birth defect.
Angie leaves her baby and her
family tosearch for her real mother.
After Angie discovers her past, she
feels better prepared to deal with
her future. She then re-evaluates
her li fe and decides her new baby is
the most important thing in he. life
and nothing will keep her from
being the best mother she can be.
Angie is a good movie—it will
make you laugh and cry and for the
most part it will make you smile.
(Anthony Shoemaker)
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Dread Zeppelin
pleases listeners
of all ages
By JIM INGRAM
Associate Writer
Waltzing into the venue to get
a take on Mutha's Day Out, I
immediately noted one thing:
another loud band.
Now there's nothing wrong
with loud — it's what is done
along with the volume (lyrics,
harmonies, melodies, etc.). In
concert MDO's set resembled one
barroom brawl after another.
Of course, if any band can
utilize teen angst, it's this one.
Their average age being 18, coming of age would seem an obvious theme for Mutha's Day Out.
Distortion, heavy rhythm, distortion. shouting vocals, distortion and more distortion — a
musical equation that often works
live become quite old.
To Mutha's credit, knowing
their newness to recording and
playing live at large venues, this
band has the potential to really
grow, provided they can manage
to open their musical idea to reach
past that loud, overdone idea,
grunge metal.
About 20 minutes later, the
revitalized Dread Zeppelin triumphantly took the dark, smoky
stage. I knew Dread was a superb
live act, but with the return of
percussionist Ed Zeppelin and
singer Tort-Elvis, I wondered
what the result would be. Pleased
was I to hear their level of performance still intact.
Dread's set was musicaly tight
and well laid-out. Remember,
though, this is Dread Zeppelin,
so comical one-liners and interaction between the band members was frequent and quite entertaining. In fact, a new member
was introduced to the thrilled
audience: Charlie Hobbs, the
towel and microphone maintenance boy. Tort-Elvis' personal
assistant became the fans' hero.
The Dread sound was well
represented with their choice of
classic tunes which were classics
before they were mutated anyway. Dread Zcp may be a novelty
act, but the band entertains much
more than many "serious" acts.
With a loud and untamed
opening act in Mutha's Day Out
and a spastic Led Zep-Saturday
Night Fever-Marleyish stew of
music, the show made for quite a
decent meal.
Mutha s Day Out opened the
showfor Dread Zeppelin Feb. 23
at Bogart's.
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"Reviews"
continued from page 10

album and obliterating it on the
next.
On the third effort. Nine Inch
Nails combines the last two ideas
of clean and mangled loudness.
The power is still very much there.
The first single, "March of the
Pigs," establishes very thoroughly
the continuation of powerful and
fearful anger in the now patented
Reznor vocals. The song incorporates more live instruments in piano, guitar and percussion, refusing to rely solely on the industrial
trademarks of synthesized effects.
The album also contains several mood swings, even more than
might be expected from Nine Inch
Nails. With pounding tracks such
as the diesel-driven "Mr. Self Destruct" and the cynical flavor of
"Heresy," the par is definitely
reached.

However, Nine Inch Nails in- Your Way." performed by relative
troduces a more bluesy, laid-back new-comers Big Mountain.
Highlights'.' "Spin The Bottle"
style not previously anticipated in
the second song. "Piggy," as well by The Juliana Hatfield 3 is an
asot'-H'yhter, lowerenergy songs amazing follow-up to the hit "My
SIK .
"fc cut and "A Warm Sister." With lyrics like. "When it
comes to me... I'll spend five minPlat
\\ '
'downward Spiral, utes in (he closet with you," Hatfield
Nine .
resists the urge to continues to shock and entertain.
backtracl
.• only synthesized
and computet w ed instruments. All
14 tracks are worth the listening
time. There aren't as many songs
to hook the listener as in the past,
yet this album should not disappoint those who enjoyed the previous efforts. (Jim Ingram)
Lisa Loeb and Nine Stories contributes a gorgeous alternative love
REALITY BITES —
ballad called "Stay" that is sure to
SOUNDTRACK * * *
An amazing collection of alter- grace the airwaves. Plus, legends
native rock's best artists graces this U2 score big with the hit "All I
Hint's soundtrack. The CD kicks Want Is You" (though it resembles
off with The Knack's version of their last hit. "Stay").
Disasters? Lenny Kravitz and
theclassic "My Sharona." The other
oldie on the album is the Peter World Party should not be on this
Frampton classic. "Baby I Love album. Their singles are neither

And the
winners
are...
MID-CON TOURNAMENT
SWEEPSTAKES WINNER

Rowena Howell
MID-CON TOURNAMENT
TICKET WINNERS

Karen Pardi
Mike Deime
Congratulations to all the winners in
The Guardian's Mid-Con Tournament
Sweepstakes and Mid-Con Tourney
Ticket Giveaway Game. Look for more
great contests and giveaways from
The Guardian in the coming months.
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that, coming from North Carolina
State.
These bros met up doing radio
shows at WKNC who honed their
craft on the air. gained support
from their area, then received help
from a labclmate to secure a record
deal.
Their CD formulates many different styles but they ultimately
come up with their own unique
style. The subject matters are not
the more popular ghetto struggle,
ode to blunts and degradation of
women, but more collegiate matters like staying in school, being in
love and just how nutty and warped
Yaggfu is.
Overall thedisc has flaws where
the music and lyrics don't match
YAGGFUFRONT—
and the rhyming gets too confusACTION PACKED ADVENTURE * * *
ing.
They do show some potential
Yaggfu Front is three bros
to
be an impressive group, though.
whose debut album comes off like
some fellas outta Wright State who Check it out first — then don't be
scored a record deal. Yaggfu afraid if you front on this not comFront's story is not too far from plete disc. (Christopher Joseph)

appropriate nor worthy of the other
artists. Quite frankly, they embarrass the project.
Also, Hthan Hawke should have
stayed on the screen and out of the
recording studio. His single. "I'm
Nuthin'." ironically speaks for itself. Winona Ryder and Ben Stiller
do not sing on this album. There is
a God.
Like the movie, the soundtrack
lacks continuity and relevance, but
hey. the music's good. Reality and
even the film may bite, but the
soundtrack will set a trend of alternative music soundtracks sure to
have a cult following. (David
Brush)
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Thu rs - Ladies Night
and the Wet & Wild pool party

Fri & Sat -.Party until 5:00 AM
to the best dance music.
Sun - 18 and Up Welcome No Cover
Tues - College I.D. Night
The Hottest Beach in Town Open 7 Nights a Week
5605 Old Troy Pk, Hufaer Heights 237-5120
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THE
DAYTON
ART
INSTITUTE

Graw Daddy Performing
Friday March 18, 1994
6: - 10:00 p.m.

Complimentary Food
Cash Bar and Rockin' Live Entertainment
Admission $5 Per Person/Museum Members Free
For More Information, call (513)-223-5277
456 Belmonte Park North
NBL) Bank
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Dayton Monthly
The Arts Network
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When wsu
Assistant
Swimming
Coach Toby
Boedeker
was FIRED,
you read
about it
first in The
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Student trustee labels SG a diverse think tank
Shawn Kaeser will return next vear to
finish the last year of his two-)
By MICAH D. TAYLOR
Special Writer

Springfield. "At fi;
, little intimidated with SG because
complexities
of the issues they deal with. '
"Beingin Student Government is a unique
Politics, however, are nothing new to
opportunity to work with people you might Kaeser. who in high school was student
not work with otherwise in the college expe- body president. But there's a great deal of
rience," said Shawn Kaeser, student trustee. difference between planning a high school
Getting involved with SG allows students to dance and deciding if college tuition should
be a part of what
be higher.
Kaeser calls a
— —
A senior this
"think tank"
year, Kaeser
staffed by many
makes a variety
different kinds of
of financial depeople.
cisions concernKaeser likes
ing students and
the diversity of
the university.
the people he
"As
student
works with and
trustee you're
said it's one of
trusted by the
the best parts of
Governor to
his job.
make your own
Kaeser, who
independent dcstarted out as the ———————————
cisions based on
director of interwhat you feel is
nal affairs, then moved to director of aca- right," he said. "Sometimes you have to be
demic affairs before he was appointed to the the bad guy when your ideas don't coincide
position of student trustee by Governor with the rest of SG members."
Voinivich last year.
"I think that sometimes the perception or
Kaeser came to WSU in 1990 from image of SG is wrong and people don't

think that sometimes
Xthe perception or
image of SG is wrong and
people don't understand
it fully."
—Shawn Kaeser

photo by Scott CoMolino

Senior Shawn Kaeser, student
trustee, said he believes Student
Government gains ground by
behaving professionally.
understand it fully," Kaeser said. Contrary
to popular belief, SG has some say in everything that goes on concerning the school.
Even if the body doesn't havefinalsay on all
issues, SG does have an impact on the outcome of most issues.
While Kaeser admits there's nothing he
doesn't like about Student Government, he

docs admit what bothers him is student apathy. For instance, SG elections are coming
up soon, and some colleges have no candidates for representatives yet.
"When the issue of raising tuition or
parking comes up. everybody wants to join
(SG)," Kaeser said.
But he docs think SG makes a definite
difference on campus. Even if Student Government isn't successful in lobbying an issue. it ultimately gains ground, according to
Kaeser. "If we handle ourselves professionally and in an adult, mature way and come up
with a solid student opinion, then we have
earned the respect of people we were working against or with." he said. "It really makes
students look good, so in a way, even if we
lose, we win."
Kaeser will return to Wright State next
year to finish the second half of his two-year
term as student trustee. His goals for the
remainder of his appointment mainly deal
with his successor — helping select his
replacement, training that person to perform
the duties of student trustee and providing a
solid student voice to the board of trustees.

Learning Clinic helps clients meet academic potential
By DONALD ILLICH
Staff Writer
With a little money, students
can benefit from better study skills
and increase their academic confidence at the Learning Clinic in the
basement of the Creative Arts Center.
Started this quarter and directed
by Professor Ruth Schumacher of
the department of education and
human services, the clinic has
helped seven students so far with
their school problems, according
to Kay Watson, graduate coordinator of the center.
"Every single one of them felt
they got an advantage out of going
through the Learning Clinic program," Watson said.
The program, developed by
Schumacher during 15 years of testing, is intended to stress personalization of studying, Watson said.
Supervised graduate counselor
trainees provide the services.
Students learn in different ways,
such as visually or verbally, Watson
said. Theclinic's purpose is to make
people a ware of their learn i ng style
and use it, she said.
The clients are assessed about
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very single one of them felt they
got an advantage out of going
through the Learning Clinic program."
—Kay Watson

their study skills and the effectiveness of the system at the beginning
and end of the programs, Watson
said. Along the way students receive counseling on other problems related to learning, including
anxiety, time management and life
management.
Depending on their needs, many
students use the study skills manual
Achieving Potential. The book
helps students determine how to
best solve their learning problems
rather than have someone else tell
them how to learn.
Affiliated with Wright State,
the clinic is a non-profit organization that hopes to be fully funded
by clients in the future, Watson
said. Clients are charged a sliding
fee based on income, usually ranging from $5-520, she said.
"Right now, we're just work-

ing on marketing and getting to the
public." Watson said.
Along with Watson and
Schumacher, two or three graduate
counselor trainees work at the
clinic.
The clinic, Watson said, has
mailed brochures and letters to all
psychologists and psychiatrists in
the area.
The clinic is also working with
Wayne Peterson of Student Information Services to target students
who could benefit from the service, Watson said.
Any student in the area can take
advantage of this clinic, Watson
said, even high school students.
"I wish I would have had it in
high school," Watson said.
For more information, s'op by
the Learning Clinic. M052 CAC.
or phone 873-2299.

THE LEARNING CLINIC AT WRIGHT STATE
The Learning Clinic offers assistance to high school and
university students who want to achieve their academic
potential. The Clinic is a teaching and learning facility of the
College of Education and Human Services at WSU.
Can help learners:
reduce school-related anxiety
improve grades
study more efficiently
increase self-confidence
personalize learning strategies
cope with a variety of problems that may interfere with
learning
Services available to high school and college
students:
assessment to determine individual needs and
appropriate services
individual or group counseling
instruction in learning strategies
Fees:
vary depending on procedures used
cost $20 per hour of individual counseling
cost $10 per hour of group counseling
cost $125 for six to eight hours of instruction in learning
strategies and two to four hours of individual or group
counseling
Financial assistance is available based on gross annual
income. The Clinic requires a copy of last year's tax
return for fee reduction.
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Raiders take early exit
from Mid-Con tournament
By NICK MAPLES
Staff Writer
CHICAGO — Sunday afternoon Wright State saw its invitation back to the big
dance
torn

apart right before its eyes as the
Cleveland State Vikingsrippedthe
Raiders, 70-67, at the Rosemont
Horizon in Chicago.
The first-round loss in the MidContinent Conference tournament
saw the Raiders fall behind by their
biggest deficit, 57-44, with 9:24
left to play.
But, just like WSU's season,
the Raiders came on strong at the
end.
Freshman Rob Welch led the
charge when he nailed two treys in
less than one minute to pull the
Raiders within seven.
"He kept us in the game." said
WSU Head Coach Ralph Underhill.
Wright State then slowly
chipped away at the lead with center Mike Nahar scoring six of the
Raiders' next 14 points.
Freshman Rick Martinez
capped off the run when he stole a
Viking pass and was fouled. He
nailed both attempts from the charity line and the Raiders and Vikings were knotted at 64 with 47.8
seconds remaining.
Cleveland State responded with
27 seconds left on a Sam Mitchell
bucket in the paint.
After that Welch dribbled up
past midcourt and called time out.
But the referee did not see the
signal. What hedid see was Welch
sVw'p out of bounds.
"1 think the official was just
trying to make the big call." Welch

hey made
the big
plays and we
didn't."
—Coach Ralph
Underhill

44

said. "He wanted to decide the
game. He didn't let us decide the
game."
The disputed call proved costly
for the Raiders when the Viking
point guard Craig Caldwell
knocked down two free throws after being fouled on the inbound.
Cleveland State led 68-64 with
10.4 seconds remaining, but Welch
answered with a leaning 3-pointer
with 5.4 left to make it 68-67. Cleveland State.
Again, Caldwell refused to let
the Vikings lose when he nailed
two more free throws to give CSU
a three-point lead.
The game's end saw senior
Andy Holderman launch one of his
signature 3-pointers in an attempt
to tie, but the shot missed, ending
the Raiders' season.
"They made the big plays and
see "Mid-Con"
continued on page 14
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"Mid-Con"
cimtimied from page 13

we didn't." Underhill said.
Seniors Mike Nahar and Sean
Hammonds ended their WSU careers with 12 and 17 points.
However, the real bright spot in

The 6-foot-1 point guard had
17 points, five assists and thre<steals.
He also drained 4 of 5 shots
from 3-point land and looked to he
the Raiders' future leader.

Sean Hammonds (above) scored 17 points and Mike Nahar
(top right) added 12, but Cleveland State's Sam Mitchell
(00) paced the Vikings to a 70-67 win. Below, WSU Coach
Ralph Underhill discusses the game plan with Rob Welch.

"He's been doing a great job
the last eight games." Underbill
said. "The chemistry has been
right with him out there. For a
freshman he played a great game."
Early on WSU raced out to a
15-4 advantage led by Welch's four
1. with nearly seven minWclch sat down for the
.• of the half with three
Ft, ,n that point the Raiders
seemed to look lost as they saw
their lead evaporate.
Underbill said. "At the time
Welch was out of the game with
the three fouls, the team seemed to
be out of the game."
At the end of the hal f. a Malcolm
Simms jumper beat the buz/er and
WSU trailed for the first time in the
game since the opening minute.
In the second half it was more
of the same as Cleveland State continued to roll, building the lead to
13 before the Raiders' strong comeback.
Mitchell lead the Viking offensive onslaught with 22 points and
14 rebounds.
For the game. Cleveland State
killed Wright State on the boards.
The Raiders were outrebounded
44-29.
"I thought their rebounding was
one of the biggest differences in
the game." Underhill said. "That
was
a
big
hurt."
After starling out the season 2-9.
the Raiders finished 12-18 with
highlights including wins over
cmsstown rival Dayton. 77-65,and
Mid-Con regular season champion
Wisconsin-Green Bay. 53-51.
"We've come so far this season." Holdennan said. "At the beginning of the season this team
could hardly beat a Division II
school. It's been fun."

photos by Scott Cozzolino

Phoenix survive
against Flames
By ROBB ERVIN
Sports Editor
The Wisconsin-Green BayPhoenix rose from the ashes
Tuesday night, overcoming the
Illinois-Chicago Flames to win
the Mid-Continent Conference
championship.
After cruising to 40 and 30
point wins over Western Illinois and Cleveland State in the
first two rounds, UWGB held
off UIC. 61 -56, in front of 8,322
spectators at the Roseinont Horizon. UWGB earned its spot as
oneof the 64 trims in the NCAA
Tournament with the win.
Wisconsin-Green Bay's
Logan VanderVelden took control of the game in the second
half, scoring 12 of his 14 points.
"1 didn't come off very aggressive the first half."
VanderVelden said. "I said it's
the last game. I just have to step
it up."
The 6-foot-9 senior forward
hit a crucial jumper, giving the
Phoenix a 56-53 advantage with
55 seconds left in the game.
UlC's Kenny Williams, the
Mid-Con Player of the Year,
answered with a trey. But once
again. VanderVelden drove the
lane, making the basket and
drawing the foul. UWGB led
59-56 with 12 seconds left.
After another Williams'
miss, UWGB's Gary Grzesk
was fouled and put out the

Flames with two free throws,
starting the celebration.
"Sometimes you get the
close ones and sometimes you
don't," VanderVelden said.
"Thankfully, we got that one."
The UIC loss marked its
third consecutive in Mid-Con
championship games. The
Flames fell to Wright State, 9488, last season and to Eastern
Illinois, 83-68, the year before.
The Phoenix broke through
UIC'% press to build a slim 21 19 halftimc advantage.
Williams was held scoreless in the first half and finished his final collegiate game
with 12 points. UlC's Shcrell
Ford, the tourney MVP, scored
a game-high 27 points. He averaged 27.7 points per game.
UWGB sophomore Jeff
Nordgaard scored 12 of his 22
points in the first half. The
Phoenix defense not only held
Williams incheck. but also held
the Flames' offense tc just 34
percent shooting from the field.
The trip to the NCAA tournament is the second in
UWGB's history. In 1991. it
won the Mid-Con title but fell
to Michigan Slate by one point
in the first round of the NCAA
tournament.
All-Tournament team honors went to Ford and Williams
of UIC. Nordgaard and John
Martinez of UWGB and Casey
Schmidt of Valparaiso.
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Welch quiets disbelievers
By ROBB E R \ IN
Sports Editor

All-American showed just how far
he's come.
It's been a long road for Welch
When Wright State Coach since leaving the gym at Miami
Ralph Undcrhill trades in his suit Trace High School for the hardand tie for a swami's (urban and wood of WSU's Urvin J. Nutter
peers into his crystal ball, he sees Center. The adjustment to a collea vision forming.
giate career has been anything but
He sees the image of a leader, a smooth as Welch was constantly
floor general, a player to depend splattered with boos and sounds of
on. someone to drive the team dow n disappointment from WSU fans.
the court with confidence, someA knee injury slowed Welch
one to be the heart and soul of the down early on, but as the season
next generation in the men's bas- progressed, so did he.
ketball program.
Healthy and confident, Welch
As the fog lifts and Underbill's grabbed the reigns of the Raiders'
vision becomes clear, he sees a wagon and began to show why the
freshman. He sees Rob Welch.
small town boy was playing colThe season may be over for the lege basketball.
Raiders, but the WSU fans scat"He (Welch) has been doing a
tered throughout the Rosemont great job in our last eight games of
Horizon, home for the 1994 Mid- running the show for us at the
Continent Conference tournament, point." said Undcrhill. "The
got a glimpse of the future.
chemistry's been right with him
The freshman guard from out there."
Haviland. Ohio, scored 17 points
Welch has transformed into a
by hitting 4of 5 shots from 3-point college basketball player, but like
range — including back-to-back all. he's paid his dues. He heard all
treys to cut into Cleveland State's the doubters before he even stepped
lead when WSU needed it most.
on the Nutter Center floor. People
Welch played with confidence, doubted his size, strength and even
making good decisions and play- his ability to play the college game.
ing with an aggressive style.
Welch has proven to Undcrhill.
It's taken many games and WSU fans and most importantly
multiple learning experiences, but his teammates he can be the floor
the former Ohio Division III Player general for the Raiders.
of the Year and Street and Smith's
"I thought I became a leader in

the last eight games." said Welch.
"I was out there screaming the defense we were in. I was giving
high fives up and down the
' •elt like I was a leader out
ht."
ithhis 17 points. Welch
d
,vc assists, but committed tt
rsonal fouls in the first
half again ,i the Vikings.
"When I got into foul trouble. I
felt bad." he said. "I wanted to gel
back in there so bad."
Underbill's team will be minus
lour seniors as starters Mike Nahar.
Sean Hammonds and Andy
Holdemian. along with Scott Blair,
played their final game for WSU.
However. Welch leads a hardnosed group of freshman that includes guard Rick Martinez and
forward Mike Conner.
Welch. Martinez and Conner
will help fill the voids left by graduation. especially with the experience the trio has gained throughout
the season.
Welch started 20 of the Raiders' 30 games while Martinez
played in 29 (starting three) and
Connerplayed in 27 (starting three).
Welch has done a tremendous
amount of growing up since his
first practice when he heard the
murmurs of wasting a scholarship
on a small town star.
Welch just let his competitive

photo By Scott Cozzolino

Rob Welch hit two treys in less than a minute to lead
WSU's comeback attempt against Cleveland State in the
Mid-Con tourney. Welch had 17 points in the 70-67 loss.
nature show through, kept his confidence and showed those who
doubted him he could lead the
Raiders.
"I told them I'll be a starter or
I'll be coming off the bench." he

said.
Now when Underhill forsees
the future, he sees Welch bringing
the ball up the court, hollering
commands and leading the Raider
attack.

UIC's Williams picked as Mid-Con's best player
WSU's Nahar named All-Conference Second Team

For a little man, he carries a big
reputation.
Illinois-Chicago senior guard
Kenny Williams was selected as
the Mid-Continent Conference
Player of the Year in a poll taken by
Mid-Con coaches, sports information directors and the media.
The 5-10 Williams averaged
21.3 points per game, 4.8 assists
per game and 2.7 steals per game.

This is the third time Williams has
made the All-Conference First
Team as well, only the sixth player
in league history to do so.
Joining Williams is his UIC
teammate Sherrel Ford who led the
Mid-Con in scoring with 23.8 ppg.
The 6-7 junior forward also led the
league in rebounding (8.7 rpg) and
blocked shots (1.6 per game).
Valparaiso also had two team-

mates on the All-Conference First
Team. Casey Schmidt and David
Redtnon.
The senior tandom finished
fourth and fifth in scoring, with
Redmon averaging 17.9 ppg and
Schmidt 16.9 ppg respectively.
Jeff Nordgard. a sophomore
forward front Wisconsin-Green
Bay rounds out the All-Conference First Team. Nordgard aver-

aged 14.9 ppg and was third in the
Mid-Con in field goal percentage
at .575.
Other honors included the MidCon Newcomer of the Year which
went to Wisconsin Milwaukee's
Michael Hughes, a senior who
transferred from Nebraska.
ValparaisoCoach HomcrDrew
was selected as the conference's
Coach of the Year.

Drew led the Crusaders to their
best record (19-7) in nearly 30years
and Valpo's 14-4 conference record
was its highest Mid-Confinishever.
Wright State received the aw ard
for Media Guide of the Year.
WSU's sports information director. Bob Noss. accepted the aw ard.
Also for WSU. senior center
Mike Nahar was selected to the
All-Conference Second Team.

Sherell Ford, UIC

Kenny Williams, UIC

Casey Schmidt, Valparaiso

David Redmon, Valparaiso

Jeff Nordgaard, UWGB
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Men's basketball
Rob Welch
Women's basketball
Jov Lynn Westendorf
Men's baseball
Kris Jarosz
Men's Tennis
Chris Hashbarger

Raiders ready for Mid-Con challenge
WSU women will
try to salvage
season
By MAGGIE HORS I MAN
Associate Writer

When a team has a rol ler coaster
season, one thing can redeem it: a
conference tournament championship and a bid to the NCAA tournament.
As the Raiders finished the season with a two game road trip, they
look foward to traveling to DeKalb.
II. for the Mid-Continent Conference Tournament.
WSU finished the season with
a confcrence record of 7-11 and a
record of 12-14 on the regular season. their best since 1988.
The Raiders will face Northern
Illinois in the first round, a team
they were 0-2 against in the regular
season. The Huskies went 18-0 in
confcrence play this season, including tw o 25 point victories over
WSU. Leading NIU this season is
E.C. Hill, a senior guard.
There is still one final piece left
in this season for the Raiders in the
lorm of the conference tournament.
Whether or not WSU can fit the
piece into the puzzle that has been
their season is up to them.
To achieve the dream of earning an NCAA berth, the team, in
the words of juniors Tracy Nixon
and Lori Collins, "will have to play
the best games they've played all
season."
Junior guard Jennifer Brigner
feels the team has a good chance to
earn a bid if they can get by the first
round. "If we can remeint)cr how
we played in the games we played
well, we should be fine." said
Brigner.
The key to winning against
Northern Illinois is stopping Hill.
Sheaveragesover20pointsagame.
To shut her down they will play the
zone and stop her penetration.
Nixon commented that "if we shut
down E.C. Hill we match up athletic wise with everyone else".
Wright State is going in this
first game with the attitude of "nothing to lose." said Collins. Brigner
commented that it is a game where
"you win or go home".
Personally, the players "just
want to win".
Looking at this game No. 8
seed Wright State playing against
the No. I seed, the odds are against
the Raiders, but Nixon's remark to
that was . "any team , any night!"
photo by Scott Cozzolino
Coach Hall was unavailable for Joy Lynn Westendorf leads "/right State in scoring with 17.3 points per game.
comment. but is planning on mak-

The Scdi us
Men's Itasketball
Mid-Continent Conference
Results
Sunday's Results
Cleveland State def. WSU 7067
Valparaiso def. Eastern Illinois
74-72
Wisconsin-Green Bay Western
Illinois 79-39
Illinois-Chicago def. Northern
Illinois 87-77
Monday's Results
Illinois-Chicago def.
Valparaiso 84-79
Wisconsin-Green Bay def.
Cleveland State 93-63
Tuesday's Results
Wisconsin-Green Bay def.
Illinois-Chicago 61 -56
Women's Basketball
Valparaiso def. WSU 86-74
WSU def. Illinois-Chicago 7970
Men's Baseball
South Carolina def. WSU 10-4
South Carolina def. WSU 8-6
Men's Tennis
WSU def. Dayton 6-0

Sjjuris
March 10-12
The women's Mid-Continent
Conference basketball tournament at DeKalb. III.
WSU vs Nothern Illinois 8:30
p.m.
March 8
Men's tennis at Dayton 4 p.m.
March 9
Men's baseball vs Ohio State
3 p.m.
March 12
Women's tennis vs Ohio
Northern 9 a.m.

lead the Raiders with a mammoth
32 points while Collins added 14
points. Junior guard Shelly Meadle
pitched in 10 points. The Raiders,
who w ere down by one point at the
half, dropped a notch as they allowed Valparaiso players to score,
all in double figures.
To end the regular season
Wright State faced University the
of Illinois -Chicago. In this game
the Raiders "played really well."
according to Collins. They lead by
six points ai the half, with an 80%
free throw average and four three
pointers. The second half kept the
same pace as the Raiders won 7970. Westendorf had her second 30
point game in a row. going 7-10
from long range.
For the regular season,
Westendorf shot .421 percent from
3-point range and .839 percent from
the charity stripe. She also leads
the team with points-averaged with
17.3 points. The last seven games
Westendorf has claimed the title of
leading scorer.
The scoring was spread
amongst six other Raiders as
Collins had 15 points and sophomore guard Anita Jurcienko
chipped in 14 points. Collins also
grabbed eleven rebounds.
The regular season has come to
photo by Scott Cozzolino
a
close and their eyes are focused
Lori Collins looks to lead WSU to the NCAA tourney.
on bringing home a conference title
ing the trip as of Feb. 6. She is an They split their last two game road and a trip to the NCAA tournainspiration to the team. "Play ev- trip to end the season.
ment.
ery game as if it were your last." is
Against Valparaiso. Wright
"The team play is improving,"
one of her messages says Nixon.
State played well as a team, but said Nixon. And "the momentum"
The Raiders have a positive could not pull it out as thev fell 86- as Collins called it. will hopefully
outlook going into the tournament. 74. Junior guard. Joy Westcndorf. stay with them in DeKalb.
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TANNING
SPECIAL

20
VISITS
$20.00

I WALK-INS I
I WELCOME |

WE
TAN
30
PEOPLE
PER
HOUR
SINGLE

SESSIONS

$2.50
PER
SESSION

TAN-O-RAMA
Mon-Thurs 9:00 am - Midnight
Frl 9:00 am -8:00 pm
Sat & Sun 10:00 am - 8:00 pm

1128 N. Broad St.
Fairborn
Next to Family Video
where all rentals are
just 99c
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Anderson set to fly with Angels
Called one of the three top pitchspects in the nation last year
s
all analyst Peter
\ndcrson rewro'e the
Athletes from Wright State are
rec
>nWSU pitching. He
starting to make their mark in the
set
arks for strikeouts in a
world of professional sports.
Former Raiders' basketball star season , . complete games (II).
Bill Edwards made his National innings pitched in a season (99.7).
Basketball Association debut with victories in a season (II) and career victories (27).
the Philadelphia 76crs last week.
WSU's Head Baseball Coach
All-American pitcher Brian
Anderson, selected third overall in Ron Nischwitz said of his former
last spring's free agent draft, made ace. "He's an outstanding young
his Major League Baseball debut man and an outstanding student.
"We're real happy he's finding
for the California Angels last fall
ina4-31ossto>theMinnesotaTwins. success in the pros."
GTE named Anderson an AcaEdwards has struggled so far,
while Anderson has high hopes demic All-American for his 3.34
GPA,
while he also earned Allpinned on him. Edwards scored
only two points against the Atlanta American honors from Baseball
Hawks in his first pro game and America Magazine and third team
went scoreless in his next game All-American honors from Baseball Writersof America. Anderson
against the Cleveland Cavaliers.
Anderson is expected to earn was named national ERA leader
the fourth or fifth spot in the An- with a 1.14 ERA.
Anderson appeared in four
gels starting pitching rotation. Practically everyone in the Angels or- games for the Angels last season,
ganization is high on Anderson. starting one. He posted a 3.97 ERA
Members of the organization's and gave up 11 runs in 11.1 incoaching staff have all been "im- nings. He struck out four batters
pressed with his tremendous con- and walked three.
The minors proved unkind to
trol" of the baseball.
When asked about the former Anderson as he posted a combined
Raiders' standout, a member of the 0-2 record between teams from
Angels media relations department Midland. Texas, and Vancouver.
said. "Man. does he know how to Canada.
In spring training this year.
pitch! Buck's very high on him."
Buck Rodgers manages the Anderson was roughed up by the
Chicago Cubs. The rookie gave up
Angels.
"For a kid his age. he has re- three runs on four hits, while striking out one in two innings of work.
markable poise," said Rodgers.
By BILL SHEA
Staff Writer

ir

« , o
California expects big things from pitcher Brian Anderson,
who could fill the fourth or fifth spot in the Angels' rotation.

Students head south for beach volleyball
By SHELLEY GARWOOD
Associate Writer
Spring Break is upon us and a
few Wright State students have
decided to add volleyball to the
traditional surf and sand.
Brian Prenger, Jeff Dietz, J.R.
Caverman and Denny Lefeld are
traveling to South Padre Island to
compete in the Pepsi College
Beach Volleyball Championships
for Spring Break 1994.
They will be competing in the
4-on-4 Open Division. Prenger
and Caverman will also be competing in the 2-on-2 Recreational
Division.
Three of the young men also
play intramurals at Wright State
and believe this will help them
come tournament time. "We arc
not sure about the competition
they 'll have down there, but if we
can play ;.s well as we have been.

"A:

s a team we are good, and we play
in summer tournaments sometimes, but we have never done anything
like this."
—Brian Prenger
hopefully we can do well," said
Prenger.
All of the men are really excited about the trip. "It's a once in
a lifetime opportunity and this will
be a great addition to our break."
added Prenger.
They are also expecting the
competition to be tough. Not only
will there be different players from
around the country, but they must
also deal with playing surface and
weather. "It will be a k't different

with the sand and the wind,"said
Prenger. "As a team we arc good,
and we play in summer tournaments sometimes, but we have
never done anything like this."
"We all enjoy the game and are
looking forward to the different
atmosphere and competition who
play at higher levels." added
Caverman.
Tournament Director John
Hughes, said they have the best
tournament on the island. "There

are a lot of good teams, from Seattle to Dal las. The weather is great
and we arc anticipating a really
great three weeks of volleyball."
he said.
The format is double elimination and the separated into Open.
Recreational and Greek divisions.
The tournament goes from March
5-26 and the winners will receive
round trip airfare to return for the
Pepsi National Finals on July 4th
weekend.
The sponsors include Pepsi
Co.. Spalding and Ray -Ban. Teams
can still register at Suntide III Condominiums in South Padre.
Teams can also enter by calling 1-800-865-5394 and asking for
Chris McKinney or John Hughes.
"Being this close to graduation
we wanted to do something different for Spring Break. This should
be a really good time." said
Prenger.
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For Sale
TI-81 Graphics Calculator with book and
packaging Used twice. $60. 237-9760,
Mona

General
Spring Break! Best Trips & Prices!
Bahamas Party Cruise 6 Days S279!
Includes 12 meals and 6 free parties!
Panama City room with kitchen 8 days
St 19! Cancun and Jamaica with air
from Columbus 8 days from $469 1
Daytona $149! Key West $249! Cocoa
Beach $159! 1-800-678-6386

Help W a n t e d
Positions Open at The Guardian!
Staff Writers needed. Salaries and work
hours vary for each position. Stop by
The Guardian in the New Student
Union Oust past the New Bookstore)
and fill out an application! Or call us at
873-5537.
" " S P R I N G BREAK ' 9 4 " " Cancun.
Bahamas, Jamaica, Florida. & Padre!
110% Lowest price guarantee!
Organize 15 friends and your trip is free!
TAKE A BREAK STUDENT TRAVEL
(800) 328-7283
G r M k s ft Clubs Earn $50 - $250 for
yourself p l u s u p t o $500 for your
club! Ttiis fundraiser c o s t s n o t h i n g
and lasts o n e week. Call n o w a n d
receive a free gift. 1-800-932-0528 ext

RESEARCH PARTICIPANTS needed
for sleep research project at VA
Hospital. Will compensate. Call 2673910, Mon - Fri, 7 am - 3:30 pm.

CRUISE

J O B S

Sludtnta Needed!

Earn up to $2.000t/mo. working lot
Cruiae Ship* of Land-Tour comparin
World Travel. Summer and Full-Time
employment available. No experience
nraaiarv For more information call i
(106) 634-0468 ext. C5570

SUMMER
EMPLOYMENT
North American Van Lines is n o w
accepting applications from college students and staff for its
Summer Fleet Program.
Summer is the busy season in the
moving industry, and w e need
your help to handle the load. W e
w i l l teach you to safely operate
an 18-whoel rig and load household goods cargo- at nocost. W e
pay your room and board w h i l e
you're in training. Once you receive your Commercial Driver's
License, w e ' l l pay you $425 per
week, plus $125 per week living
expenses, plus bonus.
To qualify, you must be 21 years
old, have a good driving record,
and be available for training in
May (the end of A p r i l would be
even better!)
Take a break from the classroom,
and make the most of your summer with North American Van
Lines. We'll promise you an adventure you'll never forget.
Call 1-800-348-2147. Dept. ZA-38.

nofthAmerican.

NEED MONEY FOR SCHOOL? Market
USA is the answer for you! W e are a
full-service telemarketing lirm located
just 5 minutes north of WSU. We offer
$6.00 per hour plus incentives. W e can
fit your schedule with shifts offered 9-3
and 4-10 M-F (Sat. are always optional).
Our clients are well established national
banks, retailers, and insurance
companies. W e don't sell magazines or
cemetery plots! If interested call Rene
at 879-8593.
Time oTyour life' N E W C O M S TAVERN
in the Oregon District is now hiring
doormen and waitresses for spring and
summer help. You must be 21 years old
as a doorman and 19 years old to
waitress. Apply in person 418 E. Fifth
S t . - o r c a l l 223-2470.
AA Cruise 4 Travel Employment Guide.
Earn big $$$ + travel the world free!
(Caribbean, Europe, Hawaii, Asia!)
Hurry! Busy Spring/Summer seasons
approaching. Guaranteed success!

Call (919) 929-4398 ext. C367

Fine Jewelry Distributor - earn
excellent income in your spare time.
Complete line of quality fine jewelry from
Cincinnati area manufacturer. Many
styles of 14K and 10K gold necklaces,
bracelets, rings, earrings, unique
pendants and charms. Custom designs,
all gemstones. remounts, repair.
Requires no inventory, paperwork, or
delivery. Call 252-8056 evenings.
Become a Student Orientation Leader
and be a Vital Part of Wright State
University! Please attend an information
session at one of the following times:
Monday, Feb. 28. 7:00 pm. 339 Millett;
Tuesday, Mar. 1. 7:00 pm, 379 Millett:
Wednesday. Mar. 9, 7:00 pm, 364 Allyn.
Applications will be available after 7:00
pm on February 28. W e recommend
that you attend an information session to
learn more about the job requirements.
If you have any questions feel free to
contact Shelly Morris at 873-5570 or
Katie Deedrick at 873-3510.

A L A S K A SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
Fisheries. Many Earn S2.000wMo. In
Canneries or S3,000-$6,000*/mo. on
fishing vessels. Many employers
provide room and board and
transportation. Over 8,000 openings.
No experience necessary' Male or
female. For more information call: 1206-545-4155 ext. A5570.

Voca Corporation, a leader in residential
living (MR/DD) has several part-ti-r.e
h a b i t a t i o n specialist vacancies Full
training, various schedules, benefits.
$5.36/hr, guaranteed increases. Call
294-3004 today.

Work
Tour guide, dude
ranch
guard, trail
maint6i
laff. firefighter *
voluntee
ment positions
available
parks. Excellent
benefits + bo
Over 25.000
openings! Apply
w for best positions.
For more info, call: 1-206-545-4804 ext.
N5570.

For rent two bedroom apt. walking
distance from campus (on Forest Lane).
CaM Barbara at 879-5184 c 426-8882.

Bob Evans Restuarant in Centerville is
hiring night servers. We offer
opportunity for excellent earnings,
flexible hours, and a clean, friendly
environment. Apply at 7115 Far Hills
Avenue between 2-4 pm.
R u s s e l l ' s T u x e d o ' s - Full and part-time
associates needed at all three Russell's
locations. Seasonal with permanent
positions as potential.
Beavercreek Centerville K e t t e r i n g
320-1111
435-6666 293-8860
Apply in person ASAP!
HELP W A N T E D - Students needed for
flight control research project. Normal
color vision and 20/20 eyesight required
(glasses/contacts OK). You must be
right-handed, a U.S. citizen, and
between 18 and 30 years of age. W e
cannot use pilots or others with flying
experience. For inforamtion call Judy at
255-3432, 7:30 a.m. - 4:30 p.m. M-F
(answering machine after hours).
WRGT-TV Fox 45 seeks an articulate,
outgoing on-air talent to host Fox 45
Kids Club. Includes on-air and
community appearances. Special
talents i.e. magic, voice impersonations
helpful. Flexible schedule needed for
approximately 12 appearances per
month. Send letter of interest with
references to Kids Host, 45 Broadcast
PI, Dayton. Ohio 45418 by March 25.
N o phone calls. EOE M-F.

Miami University

Oxford • Hamilton • Middletown, Ohio

Summer Session 1994/
Don't Miss Out!
O n - C a m p u s Courses
Summer 1: May 16 - June 24
Summer 2: June 13 - July IS
Summer 3: June 27 - Aug. 5
Summer 4: July 18 - Aug. 19 (Oxford only)
Registration begins March 1
And, over 10C w o r k s h o p s o n - c a m p u s
and off-campus in the U.S. a n d places like Bahamas • Belize • Brazil • China • Costa Rica
Czechoslovakia • England - France • Germany
Italy • Mexico • Spain ... and more!
F-or m o r e information call:
(513) 529-3303 (Oxford)
( 5 1 3 ) 8 6 3 - 8 8 3 3 (Hamilton)
(513) 4 2 4 - 4 4 4 4 (Middletown)
Miami University: frjual opportunity In Mhicatton and employment.

Renting

Brick home to share. Forest ridge, quad
level. 2 refrigerators, your own room. 5
mi. to WSU. Share phone costs and
duties. $165 to $175. Call 233-4672
WANTED - Female roommate,
nonsmoker, needed to share LARGE
Beavercreek house. Own room, garage
privileges. House includes all
appliances (including washer and dryer).
Large yard, nice neighborhood. Pets
allowed. $212/mo. + 1/4 utilities.
Deposit required. Available April 1st.
Call Tammy 255-7209 or 427-0172.

a

Services

Student j o b seekers: Need an
o u t s t a n d i n g r e s u m e ? One day full
resume service. Writing, editing, layout,
and design. Call Randy at Write Away
Resumes 427-0316.

TYPING SERVICES - CENTRAL
PROCESSING SERVICES Professional typing, quick turnaround,
laser copies (e.g.. reports, term papers,
manuscripts, computer rental). 4699
Salem Avenue, Dayton *275-6766"
Spring Break 1994 Panama City Beach,
Florida from $129, free parties/free
beverages. Take the trip that parties.
Call Jenny at Travel Associates 1-800558-3002
P l a n n i n g o n g e t t i n g a hair w r a p
d u r i n g S p r i n g Break? Save yourself
an hour in the sun and get it done now.
Get a long lasting quality wrap for on $1/
inch without even leaving campus. Call
277-4382 after 8p.m. for information or
appointment.
Sell It in The Guardian Classifieds. Only
$2.00 per 25 words for students!

o

Personals

Planning a Spring Wedding? W e still
have a few dates available.
Professional Wedding Photography at
affordable rates. Gary Jones
Photgraphy 299-8180 for information.
To my students and friends. I can be
reached by writing Wyatt Bumgardner at
77 E. Market Street. Xenia. Ohio 45385.

Society
NATIONAL BANK

Part-time positions available in our
Check Processing Department.
Benefits include:
• Tuition Reimbursement
• Paid Vacation and Holidays
• Flexible Scheduling
Hours are approximately:
M o n d a y t h r o u g h F r i d a y , 3-9 p m
S a t u r d a y 12 p m - 5 p m
Positions average between 15 - 20 hours per
week, working 3 days per week. We offer a
starting pay of $5.50 per hour, this includes
base pay plus a n 8% shift premium pay.
Potential for increases are based on
productivity and quality of work.
If you have any questions concerning these
positions, contact Don Wheeler Monday
through Friday, noon to 7pm a t 226-6242.
You may complete an Employment Application
Monday through Friday 10 am to 2 pm.
Don Wheeler from Society Bank will be
outside of Allyn Hall Lounge talking to
students March 8th & 11th,
9:00 am - 12:30 pm.
SOCIETY
NATIONAL BANK
Human Resources
34 North Main St.
Dayton, Ohio 45402
EOE M/F/H/V
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SPRING
BREAK CASH
STUDENTS
Earn extra cash
by donating
your urgently needed plasma

£> plasma alliance

by Mike Whaley
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'People Hoping People*

Mon-Thurs 7:00am - 930pm
Friday 7:00am - 9:00pm
Saturday 8:00am - 5:00pm
Sunday 8:00am - 5:00pm
CALL FOR INFO: 224-1973

1 6 5 E . Helena St.
Dayton, Ohio
RTA Bus 22
ID Required.
Proof of Age.

Gateway Travel
Providing a gateway to your
SPRING BREAK destinations!
P a n a m a City Beach from S59
Daytona Beach from

Gateway Travel

S88

Other destinations available
call now, space is limited
291-2020

PLASMA DONORS C A S H I S B A C K

Earn up to $30.00
for your first donation
Up to $90.00 in just two weeks

NO MORE C H E C K S ! N E W DONORS. W H Y H A S S L E WITH C H E C K S ?
(Or 30 day absence) First 4 donations In 2 weeks 525-S20-S20-S20
REGULAR DONATIONS
By weight 2 donations per week
S15-S20 o r $ 1 6 - 2 0

SERA-TEC BIOLOGICALS
Phone 279-8800
3909 Salem Ave
RTA Bus 6

NEW HOURS
Monday-Thursday 7am-4pm Friday 7am - 3pm
Saturday 7am-12 noon

LAKE
CAMPUS
WRITERS
WANTED
The Guardian News
Department is looking
for one or more Lake
Campus students to
cover the St. Mary's
branch for The Guardian.
These volunteer jobs
can give yon a great
start on your journalism
career.
Call Dan Hockensmith
at 873-8840 for more
information.
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